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MESSAGE FROM MRS SCOTT
Welcome to the Summer Term
It is lovely to see all the pupils enjoying school. The children have been thinking about what it means to show
excellence in our learning and our behaviour. This week's focus has been on the standard of presentation in
their work books by creating their front page exemplars.
Next week, on the 22nd we will marking Stephen Lawrence day by holding class assemblies focusing on
diversity and inclusion.
As you will see from the wonderful contributions below, our pupils have been engaging in lots of learning this
week.
Best wishes,
Louise

THIS WEEK’S AWARDS
Citizen of the Week
Jesse – for kindness to friends
Dorothy– for kindness and caring
William – for supporting a classmate
Freya – for being kind

Star of the Week
Gracie – for perseverance
Jack – great effort
Logan – for great number work
Mia C-D – for beautiful presentation
Millie – Clear and thoughtful responses

ATTENDANCE SUPERSTARS
With so much learning time having been lost over the past few months, good attendance is now more
important than ever. It is for this reason that we have decided to launch our ‘Attendance Superstars’
which will give us the opportunity to spotlight the children who have excellent attendance each term.
The PDP have chosen button badges to be given to the children with 98% attendance and above and
our first awards will be made at the end of this half term.
THIS WEEK IN CLASS
Class 1
We are learning all about the food we eat and how we can choose food that keeps us healthy

Class 2
We have been using adjectives to describe ‘The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch’ .
We have also been working hard on our phonics

Class 3
We have begun to look at Pre-History. Drawing a time-line and starting with The Stone Age.

Class 4
We have begun to learn about World War II. We painted some silhouette’s to illustrate the Blitz

